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Our | Perspective
The New Perspective is Carroll University’s official 
student-operated newspaper. Its goals are twofold: 
to inform and connect the Carroll and Waukesha 
community, and to give students an outlet to hone 
their skills in both print and online journalism. In 
order to further these goals, the New Perspective is 
constantly finding new ways to create an innovative 
media publication that best serves the public interest. 
The New Perspective staff believe in fostering a 
newspaper that reflects not just publications past and 
present, but one that will help shape the future of 
college level journalism for decades to come.

So much is happening right now in our world, country 
and campus. That’s great for journalists like us, but for 
many college students, these past couple of months have 
been nothing short of tumultuous. Sometimes it might 
seem as if it’s all too much. Classes aren’t getting any easier, 
national strife is at an all-time high and even the credibility 
of news is in question. In short, the news might seem more 
tiring than it’s worth.

It may seem that way, but it’s not - nor will it ever be. 
Here at The New Perspective, we want to remind you not to 
give up. In this issue, we’ve included voices - your voices - 
reacting to current events, informing your peers and overall 
fighting the good fight. 

When we talked to Milwaukee immigration rights leader 
Cendi Trujillo Tena for this issue, she imparted upon 
us this relevant kernel of wisdom: “Silence is violence. 
Speaking up is difficult, but it is necessary.” That’s why, 
with this issue, we are thrilled to cover topics of student 
advocacy and offer a forum for an evocative opinion piece 
on the divisive state of the nation. 

With spring comes new growth and hope of things to 
come. We look forward to a future full of growth, change 
and learning. After all, it’s why we’re here: to fight the good 
fight, as any Pioneer should. 

- LINDA BRAUS AND JACK SHERMAN, EDITORS-IN-CHIEF
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NEWS

Who Decides Where You Stand
Carroll’s Protest PolicyABy Ben Thorpe | Feature Editor

As the sharp increase of protests seen across 
America after the election of President Trump 
continues, Carroll has proven susceptible to these 
passions and was itself recently the subject of a 
strongly-worded petition, a series of heated opinions, 
and whispers of protest. Justice Daniel Kelly, a 
Carroll Alumni and a recently appointed judge to 
the Wisconsin Supreme Court, took the stage on 
Founder’s Day and gave a speech on citizenship, 
its value to our society, and what it means in the 
current political climate. His arrival was preceded 
by a petition, formed following in reaction to the 
announcement of his invitation. The petition read in 
direct opposition to both Justice Kelly’s presence as a 
speaker and the conservative values that he promotes, 
including two specific quotes of his in which he spoke 
against gay marriage and Affirmative Action. The 
petition received considerable traction, generating 
over 200 signatures; news of a protest, however, soon 
changed to one individual protester outside the venue 
on the day of the event. 

Dr. Theresa Barry, Vice President of Student Affairs, 
spoke with The New Perspective on the matter, and 
she had this to say:

DR. BARRY: “One young man did protest, and I don’t 
know what group he was with or if he was with a group, but 
he was there, and according to our policy, if any student 
wants to protest a speaker, they can do that outside 
wherever the event or venue is…He was very wonderful, 
he was very accommodating…He didn’t badger anyone…
and then our policy says that you cannot bring signs in or 
disrupt the speaker, and he didn’t do that at all.”

We continued to talk with Dr. Barry concerning the 
nature of protest on campus, who briefly overviewed 
for us the general guidelines by which all students 
must operate.

The policy outlines the guidelines by which you 
have to apply for a protest, where you can protest, 
how you can protest; was there ever a huge need 
for these approvals? Was there a moment when 
protests were kind of getting out of hand that this 
approval process is in place?

DR. BARRY: “Not to my knowledge, and I’ve been 
here for 8 years. And so I think given that there were 
protests going on around the country, our President asked 
if we would put something into place and so, there’s a 
protest policy and a demonstration policy. And so the 
demonstration policy has been put in in the last four 
or five years and that’s the policy where if you wanna 
demonstrate about – I don’t know, you don’t like the food 
on campus or you don’t like the books that are in the 
library or something like that – you need to register and 
then there’s locations where you can demonstrate.”

What are the guidelines per se for a group to 
apply to protest somewhere? ...What criteria do 
they have to meet to protest effectively?

DR. BARRY: “They just need to be a student group in 
order to protest. But actually, to have a space, to bring 
someone on campus – if you wanted to protest, say, 
you were bringing somebody on campus, me, I’m from 
somewhere else and everybody hates me, right? Anybody 
can get together and protest that outside the venue, it 
doesn’t have to be organized.”

We also reached out to the Social Justice League 
(Carroll’s social justice student organization) for 
commentary on the matter, who denied having 
participated in the protest as a group but claimed to 
have supported it. SJL also reported that the petition 
against Justice Kelly had originated from within 
their group. When asked about how SJL sees itself in 
relation to protests and the student body, SJL Vice 
President McKenzie Lowe stated the following:

LOWE: “We as an organization fully support any student 
that wants to stand up and fight for what they believe 
in. We do consider ourselves to be an activist-centered 
organization, so therefore believe in the power of peaceful 
protest in changing policy as well as opinion. We do not 
want to speak for the entire student body, but definitely 
believe in fighting for equal rights for everyone.” 

At the heart of all this controversy, stands Carroll’s 
“Policy on Demonstrations, Including Protests, 
Marches and Rallies,” which outlines the basics 
guidelines by which students may protest. It is 
important to note that these policies are not in the 
Carroll Student Handbook, with which all students 
are expected to be familiar and comply with.  The 
handbook does contain the ‘Partisan Political Activity 
Policy,’ which outlines the manner in which students 
and faculty may endorse political candidates, and 
these guidelines come from the “‘Joint Statement on 
Rights and Freedoms of Students’ as adopted initially 
in 1967 and revised in 1992.” As details surrounding 
the most recent protest have come to light so has a 
fair amount of interest concerning these policies, 
with which many students remain remarkably 
unfamiliar and of which many remain skeptical. Most 
interestingly are bullet points 10 and 12 under these 
policies, which state the following respectively:

“The safety and well-being of members of the 
campus community collectively and individually 
must be protected at all times. The University 
maintains the right to define the time, place and 
manner in which activities occur on campus. The 
Office of Reservations and Event Services will identify 
appropriate spaces for planned and spontaneous 
demonstrations.”

“The University reserves the right to require the 

presence of University Public Safety Officers at any 
demonstration. In certain circumstances, searches 
or metal detectors may be used to ensure safety. 
The costs for these officers are to be paid by the 
organization holding the demonstration. “

What has remained so concerning to students long 
after the controversial events of Founder’s Day is the 
opened-ended nature of these guidelines by which all 
students are expected to comply. For instance, under 
the first quote, Carroll states that they can determine 
the ‘manner’ in which students protest; this raises 
the question of who determines what the ‘manner’ of 
protest is, or in what ways that ‘manner’  could violate 
Carroll policy. But perhaps an even more confusing 
question is as to whether or not the a planned 
spontaneous protest can be defined as ‘spontaneous.’

But more logistically concerning is the 12th 
bullet point, which contains serious monetary 
punishments for students orgs that protest in a 
manner that threatens the safety of the school. The 
open-endedness begs further questions concerning 
when safety is threatened and by what standards 
those threats will be measured, and who is to say 
when a protest becomes a ‘certain circumstance’ 
requiring metal detectors. And when posed the 
inevitable question of the hypothetical, in which a 
student organization is unjustly forced to pay for 
security and metal detectors that may not have been 
totally necessary, Dr. Barry confirmed that she had 
not witnessed the rule being enforced personally, also 
stating that:

DR. BARRY: “I think our Public Safety Director would 
be the person to say that ‘This has become violent, we 
need to do something quickly to react.’ My guess is that 
it wouldn’t be metal detectors and so on, because if it’s in 
the act of being violent, it would probably mean calling the 
police...I think that [metal detectors] would be more ahead 
of time, like the -”

A controversial speaker.

DR. BARRY: “Exactly, and so, are you willing to pay for 
that? It’s gunna cost, I have no idea how much money...
Can you pay for that? And if they can’t, then, you’d say, 
‘Well, I think we need to think about that then.’” Worth 
noting here is that Dr. Barry confirmed later that Carroll 
University does not own any metal detectors at this time 
and that if needed, they would be rented.”

Carroll thus finds itself on the teetering edge 
of what will likely be four years of high-energy 
political activity. In an era in which self-expression 
will become more vital than ever for all involved, it 
additionally becomes more important than ever that 
Carroll students know both the guidelines by which 
they are expected to comply and whether or not they 
will actually comply by them.



By Linda Braus | Editor-in-Chief
Carroll student Mckenzie Lowe started a petition 

on Change.org in December for the university 
administration to designate the school as a sanctuary 
campus. The petition explains, “This would mean 
publicly affirming current policies that protect those 
who are undocumented and DACAmented students, 
staff and their family who are at risk of deportation, 
but form a part of the Carroll University community.” 

Despite a lull in attention over winter break, the 
petition continues to gain ground and has received 
coverage from news outlets such as Waukesha Now 
and reached over 270 signatures.

“The reception has generally been really positive,” 
Lowe stated, discussing her fellow students supporting 
her and sharing the petition. “A lot of professors 
have been really encouraging too, they’ve just been a 
little more discreet about it because it obviously puts 
them in a bit of an awkward position.” This “awkward 
position” likely has to do with the institutional 
response Lowe has received so far, including an 
email from Dr. Theresa Barry, Vice President of 
Student Affairs. “She respectfully told me that that 
the administration isn’t looking to make Carroll a 
sanctuary campus at the moment,” said Lowe.

Regardless of institutional support, Lowe 
emphasizes the importance of the petition. “I 
think that Carroll is generally a very inclusive and 
encouraging environment, but sometimes that is not 
enough. We need to be actively showing our support 
for the immigrant community, and all marginalized 
groups during this uncertain time,” she said. 

Lowe’s expression is founded in experience from 
her internship at Milwaukee immigrant rights group 
Voces De La Frontera, where she started the petition 
with the help of her boss, Cendi Trujillo Tena. 

Tena, the youth leader organizer for YES (Youth 
Empowered in the Struggle, the youth branch 
of Voces De La Frontera), also talked about the 
importance of making all schools sanctuary 

campuses. “Allowing ICE on premises or disclosing 
the status of undocumented or DACAmented 
(deferred action recipients) students, disrupts their 
learning experience,” said Tena. “This country has 
made people believe that if you go to school, get good 
grades, and stay out of trouble, things will turn out in 
your favor. If that is the truth, then this country has 
an obligation to back up and defend these students.”

For Tena, the issue is highly personal. “As a DACA 
recipient myself, I am genuinely afraid of what can 
happen with me. My education cost me blood, sweat, 
and tears. To know that the new administration has 
vowed to cancel this 

program that has allowed me to work legally, is 
heartbreaking and it is a slap to the face. However, I 
am determined to keep fighting for everything that 
my community and I have accomplished,” Tena said.

Both Lowe and Tena speak of the importance of 
advocacy and appeal to others to become advocates 
for vulnerable populations. “Silence is violence. 
Speaking up is difficult but it is necessary. Another 
major way in which college students can help is by 
becoming organizers and putting themselves out 
there,” said Tena. “Strong leaders can inspire others 
and give them the courage to fight for themselves and 
their communities.”
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By Jack Sherman | Editor-in-Chief
Future President of Carroll University 

Sara Ray Stoelinga formally withdrew 
her acceptance on Wednesday, February 
15th. Stoelinga announced she plans to 
continue at the Chicago Institute of Urban 
Education and continue her work in K-12 
education. 

“After deep reflection and deliberation, 
I have informed the Chair of the Carroll 
University Board of Trustees that I will not 
be joining Carroll University as the next 

President,” she stated in her address to 
Jose Olivieri, Chair of the Carroll Board 
of Trustees. 

The news comes as a shock to many 
students anticipating the arrival of 
Carroll’s 15th and first female president. 
While the reason behind her withdrawal is 
unknown, she did not blame Carroll. “My 
decision in no way reflects negatively on 
Carroll University. I appreciate the warm 
welcome I have received from the Carroll 
Community and the excellent work being 

done at the University.”
No details are available as to who will 

assume the presidency at this time. The 
campus-wide email states “The Board 
of Trustees and the Carroll community 
will immediately continue their search for 
a dynamic leader who will advance the 
university’s mission and vision.” However, 
finding a new university head by July - 
when Stoelinga was to take over - will be 
no small task.

If a suitable candidate is not found 

in time, several possibilities remain. 
President Hastad may choose to stay on 
with Carroll until an appropriate successor 
is named. If he does not, Carroll may 
name an interim president until the search 
is complete. 

Petition to Make Carroll A Sanctuary Campus

Future University President Withdraws

Cendi Trujillo Tena (bottom right) at the Day Without Latinx, Immigrants, 
and Refugees Rally in Milwaukee, Wis. on Feb. 13, 2017.

Photo courtesy by Cendi Trujillo Tena
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The Gift of Giving Back: 
Graduating Class Funds 
Students In Need
By Erin Hickey | Staff Photographer

As students metamorphoses into alumni, the term philanthropy 
begins to arise more frequently, as well as what it means to give back 
to a university that paved the path of knowledge and opportunity for us 
pioneers.

 As tradition goes, graduating seniors are given the opportunity to 
define their class legacy and leave a lasting gift. What that gift may 
be remains up to the class, whether it is tangible or raising funds. In 
previous years, students have designated benches and other campus 
attributes as their gift; this year, the Class of 2017 has chosen to give 
back to Carroll University’s Guardian Angel Fund.

 “The purpose of this fund is to provide financial support to Carroll 
students who are demonstrating a financial emergency. This fund was 
created as a way to help students who have a financial hardship and to 
support and encourage them.” explains Dawn Scott, director of Financial 
Aid at Carroll University.

 When students endure such hard times, financial emergencies 
may arise; the Guardian Angel Fund acts as a safety net to help ease 
the financial stress the student is experiencing. The Guardian Angel 
Fund has impacted students of all need, helping fund a CCE trip for 
an outstanding and involved student who was never able to leave the 
country before, as well as students experiencing family medical crises 
and helping cover the extra tuition costs during the hard times.

 “I wanted to give everyone a wholehearted thank you. Because of the 
funds that I was so fortunate to receive thanks to you all, I am now able 
to continue my education at my university. I cannot put into words how 
much this truly has helped me in my current time of hardship. You have 
now provided me with the opportunity to continue to chase my dreams 
and continue the path to success,” said a student impacted by the fund 
who wishes to remain anonymous.

The Senior Class Gift Committee’s biggest goal is to increase 
participation from previous years. On average, each class has a 
participation rate of ten percent of graduating seniors giving to their class 
gift;, this year the committee aspires to double the participation rate to 20 
percent. The committee hopes that since this gift gives back to students, 
the senior class will have more desire to fund student success as 
opposed to some of the other options, including glamorizing the campus. 

The Senior Class Gift will launch their Catalyst Crowdfunding website 
on Wednesday February 15th.

I call it the “homeless” effect. The 
concept of home is missing right now. 
I feel like I miss that sensation of being 
home in Quito, Ecuador. I miss the 
warm weather, the palm trees, the sun, 
the big mountains. At my house I have 
a balcony and every morning I used to 
go out and feel the breeze and the sun. 
I miss how affectionate my family is. I 
miss cooking together with my family. 

On Sunday’s my dad cooks Italian 
food and we drink wine. I miss joking 
around with my grandma about how 
much I like Americans. She calls them 
“sancochados”. On Thursday’s my family 
and I go to a coffee shop called “Hansel 
and Gretel” and we get sweet croissants 
with Ecuador-Arabic coffee.  
I miss home.

HOCUHumans of Carroll University

FEATURE

When Brandon Stanton embarked on a project to photograph 10,000 New Yorkers in 
2010, he didn’t plan on getting to know each one personally. But something happened - 
Humans of New York (H.O.N.Y.) happened.

“Somewhere along the way, I began to interview my subjects in addition to 
photographing them. And alongside their portraits, I’d include quotes and short stories 
from their lives.” The result was a social experiment now famous the world over, 
unparalleled in its intimate treatment of humanity.

Carroll University does not have 10,000 students - enrollment rests around 3,500 each 
year. But don’t let numbers fool you. For every student, there’s a story: of love, of family, 
of hardships and humor, of perseverance through trials both large and small. We’ve set 
out to tell these stories, just as Stanton did and continues to do.

Here they are, told from a place of truth and guided by just one question:
What is your greatest struggle?

What Is HOCU?

By Allie Wilfer and Erin Hickey | Account Manager and Staff Photographer
Photo by Erin Hickey 

Photo courtesy of Carrie Woods
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When stresses arise, grooving and flowing movement with 
hula hoops help ease the mind. Hula hooping is an enjoyable 
way to exercise, a means of movement meditation and a 
form of self-expression. Although there is no official Carroll 
University hula hoop team, students are staying active with 
their hoops through free flowing movement and dance.

“It’s good exercise and I love dancing. It’s a good way to 
express myself and at times it can be very meditative.” Explains 
Courtney Hansen, a senior majoring in Animal Behavior. 

Courtney started hooping her freshman year of college. Her 
favorite place to hoop is outdoors to chill, flowy music.

As striving college students, it is common amongst those on 
campus to have minimal free time. When we do receive some 
time to ourselves, it is important to find a healthy way to debrief 
from stress and exasperation. Students find hooping is an easy 
way to quickly step away from the tension and clear their mind.

Vince Wartenweiler is a senior studying Biology and 
Chemistry with pre-health professional emphasis. Vince started 
hooping in October of 2015.

“I like hula hooping because it combines some of my 
passions that I don’t always have time for: music and art. 
Hooping is just fun too! I love landing a new trick for the first 
time!” said Vince. His favorite move is a chest roll; this is when 
the hoop grazes over your arm and chest while your arms 
extend out like a T.

“It was the first real trick I learned and I remember being so 
terrified of hitting myself in the face, but now I adore the chest 
roll. I love the elegance and simplicity of the move.”

Through dance and movement with the hula hoops, students 
are able to express themselves and free their mind from 
everyday stresses. It helps to center and balance themselves 
throughout the day, as well as discover individual growth. It is a 
way to meditate and let loose.

“Hula hooping is a very meditative thing for me. It forces me 
to focus on the movement of my body and making contact with 
my hoop. It takes me out of my head and allows me to have fun 
in the moment,” explains Ashley Ehman, a senior Professional 
Writing and Information Technology double major.

Ashley started hula hooping on a whim when she bought a 
70 cent hoop from Shopko. Her initial intention was to create 
a canopy with it, but the hoop ended up staying in her living 
room and the rest is history. Her favorite music to hoop to is 
aggressive trap music, like Fetty Wap.

“It kind of goes against the whole “relaxing” idea, but it makes 
it so I can’t hear my own thoughts. Thankfully, I got wireless 
headphones for Christmas, so I won’t take any young children 
or older women by surprise anymore,” said Ashley.

Relaxing in a college setting can seem like a fantasy, but 
through movement with these plastic circles, students find their 
piece of paradise. 

PEACE
OF MIND
IN
PLASTIC
CIRCLES

By Erin Hickey | Staff Photographer
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A Nation, Divided

By Noah Johnson | Staff Reporter
Due to the saturation of the media in election 

coverage over the last six months, everyone in 
the nation capable of understanding politics has 
an opinion on the results. There are people who 
think our new president is bigoted, monstrous, 
and obscene, while a slightly larger proportion of 
people think that he is brave, energetic, and heroic. 
Both of these groups base their opinions on press 
statements, planned policy, or just their Twitter 
feed. To state it bluntly, Donald Trump may be our 
most divisive president since Abraham Lincoln and 
we haven’t even finished the first one hundred days. 
The two polarized factions of this country have 
succeeded in turning a once-semi-peaceful social 
landscape into the O.K. Corral.

What strikes me most is the baffling hypocrisy 
shown by both sides of the aisle. An example of 
this is when President Obama entered office and 
how the conservative media engine responded by 
attacking the Obama family. Terrible things were 
said about the First Lady and First Daughters – 
hell, even the First Dog was ridiculed. Liberals, 
upon these attacks on their champion, rebutted 

that conservatives hold nothing sacred, not even 
family. Liberals said that the president’s family 
should not be targets in political mudraking, but 
when Melania Trump appeared to have a vaguely 
disturbed face at the inaugural address, liberals 
took to social media in droves, proliferating 
the petty hashtag “#FreeMelania.” This hashtag 
masquerades as an attempt to save Melania from 
a possibly unstable marriage, but in reality, it’s 
nothing more than a cheap attack on the First 
Family – sound familiar? It took liberals just eight 
short years to change their opinions on family-
attacking, while the conservatives simultaneously 
rallied around the sanctity of family, a value they 
made clear they didn’t consider important after the 
previous election. Political institutions, such as the 
Democratic and Republican Parties, must change 
given a new political landscape, but to completely 
ignore everything that happened over the last eight 
years is laughably painful to see.

Given all that has happened so far in the 45th 
presidency, I am the most crestfallen to see how 
divided, bitter, and hate-fueled our country has 

become. Even those who protest against hate show 
that they themselves are capable of it when they 
post on social media (and they do post, at great 
frequency). 

The pattern of hate-versus-hate will continue 
until we all destroy ourselves in the way that gets 
the most likes on our Facebook poll. We’ll continue 
to let mass media juggernauts whisper nasty, 
partisan nothings in our ears without stopping to 
consider if we disagree. We’ll keep unfriending 
people who post a politically polarizing article 
on their wall, even though we remember every 
birthday present we ever bought for them. This 
cycle will repeat, because we’re going to let it – but 
hey, did you hear Scandal is getting another season?

Photo by Ben Thorpe

“The only thing worse than 
intolerance is the intolerance 

of intolerance – when has 
hate ever been defeated by 

more hate?”
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An Open Letter to Carroll Students
By Sarah Stock | Staff Reporter 

OP/ED

Hello, Students of Carroll. 
I know what you must be thinking: 

“Wow, the majestic albino squirrel! I 
have not seen him in ages. I thought 
he died and his small, pale, majestic 
body decomposed inside the grill of a 
commuter student’s pre-owned vehicle.” 
Yet, here I am, perfectly alive in all my 
sun-bleached glory. The albino squirrel 
has not left the building.

As you may know, I packed my 
acorns and flew to Jamaica last 
December, hoping to improve my 
tan over winter break. My first day 
there, I decided that Wisconsin’s 
frigid temperatures could bite my firm,                                                                                                     
snow-white backside and threw the 
ticket for my return flight in the crystalline 
waters of the Caribbean Sea. By the 
second day, I had developed a second-
degree sunburn. Nothing says “regret” 
quite like a $200 slip of paper dissolving 
before your very eyes. Stranded and 
penniless, I had no choice but to become 

a street performer, dancing day in and 
day out underneath the hot Jamaican 
sun until I had earned enough petty coins 
to pay for my journey home. I am not a 
good dancer.

My dearest students, I shared that 
tragic yet informative story so that you 
may learn from my mistakes. You see, 
spring break is very much like winter 
break...only it comes approximately 
three months later. Those three months 
are not enough to save you from a life 
of uninspired street performance. Only 
you are enough to save you from a life 
of uninspired street performance. Make 
sure you plan your vacation carefully and 
avoiding sacrificing your education for 
an existence of natural sunlight, warmth, 
and radiantly tanned skin. You will 
regret it. Remember: There is no place 
like home, even if “home” is an arctic 
wasteland.

For my last order of business, I know 
that you have many questions. Am I 

back for good? Yes. Was I always this 
devilishly handsome and pale? Yes. Can 
I stare into your crimson eyes and pet 
your gloriously fluffy tail? No. Will you 
come into my room and watch me sleep 
like that guy from Twilight? Also no. No 
more questions. 

Be good, students of Carroll. Be good.

XOXO,
Albino Squirrel

countdown to commencement

cheers    yearsto
our

HOME OF PRESIDENT DOUG AND NANCY HASTAD
SIGN UP AT THE INFO DESK STARTING MARCH 20 | AGES 21+ ONLY

JOIN PRESIDENT DOUG AND NANCY HASTAD, ALUMNI AND FELLOW STUDENTS 
FOR WINE TASTING, APPETIZERS, CONVERSATION AND NETWORKING

QUESTIONS?
Contact seniorweek@carrollu.edu
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MEDIUM
SIZED
SEAN

By Benjamin Thorpe | Feature Editor
Though both illustrious and controversial, the world of hip-hop does have its fair share 

of white noise. Most years see a handful of well-known artists fall quietly and somewhat 
frustratingly under the radar, either finding themselves unable to perform on a maintainable 
level of pop culture relevance, or else simply refusing to play the relevance game at all. In 
the case of Big Sean, the first is true, and he starts 2017 hip hop off on a rather forgettable 
note, crafting perhaps one of the most unsuccessful attempts at a hit album seen yet in 
recent rap music memory, I Decided.

To begin, vocal delivery has always been Big Sean’s struggle point; his voice is a brazen 
rip-off of Drake’s delivery style and playful punchline format. Big Sean certainly disappoints 
right out of the gate, giving his audience a toned-down and slightly more obnoxious Drake-
esque performance. Listeners will often find their minds not only drifting back to Drake but 
asking themselves why they chose to listen to a watered-down and non-committal version of 
the same rapper on tracks like Light and Bounce Back. 

Another problem immediately presented in the album is instrumental consistency; there is 
an overabundance of it. On a work that so desperately needs routine dynamism to distract 
from the painfully boring lack of innovation in Big Sean’s lyrics, the listener is instead given 
track after track of statically generic RB-influenced beats. With little change in scenery 
on both the compositional and the lyrical side, I Decided immediately sets itself up for 
disappointment to all listeners.

Despite the overall lack of detail or attempt at revitalizing an older sound, Big Sean does 
manage to do one thing well. On the track Owe Me, for example, he does a remarkable job 
of copying Drake, almost to the degree that the mimicry becomes its own form of art. If the 
listener can get past this lack of originality and appreciate Sean’s music as a standalone 
art they might even be able to enjoy this album as perhaps the Chinese knock-off version 
of Views, Drake’s most recent and incredibly successful LP. At a certain point, Big Sean’s 
commitment to stealing a sound becomes a sound all its own.

In the end, however, the attempt at making a ‘popular’ album is a blatant and insulting 
blow to the intelligence of his listeners. With consistent ham-fisted and cringe-inducing 
references to pop culture (Harambe on Owe Me, Donald Trump on No Favors, etc.), and a 
clear attempt at following the trends set in hip hop over recent years by Drake, FUTURE, 
PARTYNEXTDOOR, Kendrick Lamar, etc., the culmination is an LP that would have been 
mediocre even in 2015, from which it borrows the majority of its sound. At the end of the day, 
Big Sean only proves that he has nothing left to offer the music industry except sad parody 
and insincere, money-fueled approaches to hip hop that do nothing but destroy what little is 
left of the art remaining in this dying and over-hyped genre.

THE 2017 GRAMMIES

Infograph by Emily Gaggioli
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The Power of Girl Power: Upcoming Theatrical Productions
By Molly Peterson | Staff Reporter

A&E

After a successful start to their 120th season, 
the Carroll University theatre department is 
diving into another fantastic semester. 

Starting off this semester is the Broadway 
musical Legally Blonde. Based on the 2001 
romantic comedy film, Legally Blonde The 
Musical proves that “being true to yourself never 
goes out of style.” When sorority sister Elle 
Woods (played by Rachel Verhoef) gets dumped 
by her dream man Warner (played by Griffin 
Idelman), she decides to get serious to win him 
back. But once she arrives at Harvard Law, she 
discovers the true power behind being ‘legally 
blonde.’  The show is directed by Professor 
Jennifer Dobby. The cast consists of 37 members, 
from a variety of different majors, along with 
members of the Carroll faculty, staff and alumni. 
Other students and alumn include Jack Sherman 
as Emmett, Francesca Steitz as Paulette, 
Allison Calteux as Vivienne, and Cole Severt  
as Callahan. This production features tons of 
great costumes, illuminating lights designed by 
student Tim L’Empereur and sound design by 
Andrew Schmidt.

Performance dates are Friday, March 24th at 7 
p.m., Saturday March 25th at 2 and 7 p.m., and 
Sunday March 26th at 2 p.m held in the Otteson 
Theatre. Legally Blonde is open to anyone 16 
and up and tickets are free for students, staff and 
faculty and five dollars for the general public.

Then we have a fantastic show, Fefu and Her 
Friends, directed by Carroll student Regina 
Aiuppa ‘17 as a capstone project. Maria Irene 
Fornes’ best-loved Off-Broadway play, Fefu 
and Her Friends  proves that women are full of 
sugar and spice. Set in 1935, Fefu and her seven 
friends are anything but ordinary for their time. 
Stereotypes are exploited,  topics are touchy, and 
bullets fly all within one afternoon. Fefu and 
Her Friends has a cast of 8 women. Six students, 
one alumna and one professor make up this fun 
cast of women. This play holds dear to Professor 
Jennifer Dobby as she directed the same piece 
in college. This will be Regina Aiuppa’s first time 
directing a full length play. 

Performances will be held in the Studio 
Theatre. Performance dates are Friday, April 
21st at 7 p.m., Saturday April 22nd at 7 p.m., 
and Sunday, April 23rd at 2 p.m. Fefu and Her 
Friends is also open to anyone over the age of 
16 and tickets are free for everyone. Tickets for 
both shows can be found at tickets.carrollu.edu.

Photo and image courtesy of the Carroll University Theatre Arts Department



Contact carrolluniversitysa@gmail.com

ALCOHOL
AWARENESS EDUCATION

Week
and

Alcohol
Awareness
and education week

FEBRUARY 27

FEBRUARY 28

MARCH 1

MARCH 2

MARCH 3

MARCH 4

Mocktails, Panels, & T-Shirts // 11am–1pm, CC Lobby

Hypnotic Intoxication: Convocation Point // 7pm, Ballroom

Fit Movie: The Hangover // 8:00pm, Ballroom

Volleyball Tournament // 4–6pm, Van Male Field House

Pub Trivia // 9pm, Bernie’s Taproom

House Party // 8–10pm, Wright House

Paint, Canvas & Wine Studio // 1-4pm, A Stroke of Genius

Guess the Price: Interactive Game Show // 8pm, Ballroom

Tipsy Trikes // 4–6pm, Van Male Field House
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